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Abstract

Specific-heat measurements for Er Ba Cu O show a magnetic phase transition at T 50.54 K for d¯0.1 and at T 50.50 K for2 4 7 152d N N

d¯0.7. While the specific heat data of Er Ba Cu O can be interpreted with an anisotropic 2D-Ising model, the specific heat data of2 4 7 14.92

Er Ba Cu O can only be understood by assuming two different types of magnetic clusters to be present in this sample. Such an2 4 7 14.30

interpretation is supported by our inelastic neutron data demonstrating the presence of at least two distinctly different surroundings for the
rare-earth ions. Furthermore, the importance of dipolar interaction and superexchange for the observed magnetic ordering will be
discussed.  1998 Elsevier Science S.A.
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1. Introduction contains alternating 123- and 124-blocks in c-direction.
31While the R ions in R-123 are surrounded by two

A striking feature of the compounds belonging to the equivalent CuO planes, in R-247 two non-equivalent2

R Ba Cu O family (R5most rare earth elements; CuO planes can be found. The single chains can be2 4 61n 141n2d 2

n50, 1, 2; 0#d #1) is the coexistence of superconductivi- oxygen depleted as in the R-123 (n50) phase, but the
ty and magnetic ordering of the R sublattice at low R-247 compound remains superconducting due to the
temperatures. Although the magnetism of two members of presence of stoichiometric R-124 (n52) blocks. Removing
this family, namely the RBa Cu O (R-124) and the oxygen from the single chains in the 123-blocks lowers T2 4 8 c

RBa Cu O (R-123) compounds, has been studied from 95 to 30 K [5].2 3 72d

extensively, e.g. [1], [2], little is known about the magnet- In the R Ba Cu O family the R–R distance2 4 61n 141n2d

˚ism in the R Ba Cu O (R-247) compounds. Only the along the a- and b-direction is about 3.9 A, while the2 4 7 152d

magnetic structures of Dy-247 (d¯0) with T 560 K [3] distance along the c-direction is three times larger. Al-c

and of Er-247 (d50.08) with T 589 K [4] have been though the large separation between the R ions along thec

studied. c-axis in R-124 and R-123 should favour two-dimensional
The compounds of the R Ba Cu O family (2D) ordering, three-dimensional (3D) ordering has also2 4 61n 141n2d

have closely related structures, containing superconduct- been reported, e.g. for Er-124 [6] and Er-123 [7]. It is
ing, buckled CuO planes and linear Cu–O chains. The therefore not surprising that Er-247 shows a 3D ordering2

single Cu–O chains in RBa Cu O (n50) are replaced of the Er ions [4] as well. Since a transition from 3D- to2 3 72d

by double chains in RBa Cu O (n52). The latter is 2D-order of the Er ions can be achieved by oxygen2 4 8

characterised by a fixed oxygen stoichiometry and a fixed removal in Er-123 [7], we expect a similar behaviour for
T of about 80 K. On the other hand the chain structure of Er-247 upon oxygen depletion. An investigation of thec

123 displays a variable oxygen stoichiometry (0#d #1) dependence of the type of magnetic order upon d in
and T varies from about 94 to 0 K as the oxygen content Er Ba Cu O is of special interest because Er-247 isc 2 4 7 152d

is decreased. The structure of R Ba Cu O (n51) expected to be the only compound among the R-2472 4 7 152d

compounds showing a 3D ordering of the rare-earth ions
* [3]. Thus, the presumable transition from 3D- to 2D-orderCorresponding author. Tel.: 141 56 310 2527; fax: 141 56 310 2939;

e-mail: peter.allenspach@psi.ch in R-247 compounds should be observable in Er-247, only.
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Motivated by this fact, we have performed low temperature
heat capacity measurements in order to study the magnetic
ordering in Er Ba Cu O . In this work, we present the2 4 7 152d

results for two Er Ba Cu O samples with different2 4 7 152d

oxygen contents d. As a reference the specific heat and the
crystalline electric field (CEF) splitting of
Dy Ba Cu O (d50.05, 0.55) were measured.2 4 7 152d

2. Experiments

Polycrystalline samples with a nominal composition
R Ba Cu O with R5Er, Dy were prepared by poly-2 4 7 152d

merised complex synthesis [8] starting from R O ,2 3

Ba(NO ) and CuO. This method is based on the forma-3 2

tion of a polymer–metal complex precursor that is created
Fig. 1. Magnetic specific heat for Er Ba Cu O and Er Ba Cu O .2 4 7 14.92 2 4 7 14.3through polyesterification between metal citrate complexes The lines are fits with the anisotropic 2D-Ising model to the data using

and ethylene glycol. Onsager’s solution [17]. The inset shows the resulting coupling parame-
We examined the phase purity of our samples by X-ray ters J and J in the (a, b)-plane. The size of these parameters for the two1 2

samples are given in Table 1.and neutron powder diffraction, where no impurities could
be detected. For the characterisation of superconducting
properties, the DC magnetic susceptibility was measured in served, which is typical for long-range magnetic ordering.

In Er Ba Cu O on the other hand, this peak shiftsan applied field of 0.01 T using a Quantum Design SQUID 2 4 7 14.3

slightly to lower temperatures and its height is considera-magnetometer. Zero-field cooled susceptibility data have
bly reduced. In addition, it is superimposed by a broadbeen collected from fine powdered samples, which were
peak above T , which is an indication for either magneticfixed with paraffin to prevent reorientation. N

short-range correlations or a two-level Schottky anomalyThe specific heat measurements have been performed in
3 4 [9]. However, a Schottky anomaly can be ruled out, sincean Oxford He– He dilution cryostat using a semi-

there is no zero-field splitting of the electronic doubletadiabatic heat-pulse method. A minimum temperature of
31ground state of Er and the first excited doublet lies150 mK has been achieved. Samples of about 92 mg were

above 8 meV [10].mounted directly into the Cu sample holder in the form of
For both samples the entropy saturates at the expectedsintered pellets.

value of Rln2 corresponding to the molar entropy of theThe inelastic neutron data have been taken on the
31electronic doublet ground state of Er . Intriple-axis spectrometer IN3 (Institute Laue Langevin,

Er Ba Cu O about 40% of Rln2 and inGrenoble, France) with a Cu monochromator (111) and a 2 4 7 14.92

Er Ba Cu O about 20% of Rln2 are released at T bypyrolytic graphite analyser (002). 2 4 7 14.3 N

the magnetic phase transition.
In order to analyze the specific heat data of

Er Ba Cu O we applied an anisotropic 2D-Ising3. Results and discussion 2 4 7 152d

model [11]. The specific heat of Er Ba Cu O could2 4 7 14.92

very well be interpreted by an anisotropic 2D-Ising modelThe superconducting transition temperature T has beenc

(line in Fig. 1). The anisotropy of the magnetic coupling indetermined by magnetic susceptibility measurements. The
the plane turns out to be uJ /J u¯1/4. From the magneticEr Ba Cu O (d50.08) sample shows a T 589 K 2 12 4 7 152d c

structure determined by neutron diffraction [4] it is knownwhich is close to 95 K, the highest value possible for a
31that the coupling of the Er ions along the a-axis isfully oxidised 247 sample with d50 [5]. The reduced

antiferromagnetic (i.e., J,0), whereas it is ferromagneticsample Er Ba Cu O (d50.7) shows a transition to2 4 7 152d

along the b-axis (i.e., J.0), thus we have given thesuperconductivity at T 535 K. The corresponding valuesc

opposite signs to J and J in Table 1. The specific heatfor Dy Ba Cu O and Dy Ba Cu O are 91 K and 1 22 4 7 14.95 2 4 7 14.45

data of Er Ba Cu O could not be explained by an60 K, respectively. 2 4 7 14.3

anisotropic 2D-Ising model (Fig. 1). This model gives onlyThe specific heat data for the Er Ba Cu O samples2 4 7 152d

a qualitative description resulting in an extremely large´are displayed in Fig. 1. The Neel temperature T has beenN

anisotropy of the coupling parameters. This ratio is 100derived from the peak in the specific heat anomaly, which
times smaller than in Er Ba Cu O . As the ratiois associated with the onset of magnetic ordering at 0.54 K 2 4 7 14.92

22for Er Ba Cu O and 0.50 K for Er Ba Cu O . decreases to values of about 10 and lower, the behaviour2 4 7 14.92 2 4 7 14.3

Distinct differences can be found between these two Er- of a 2D-Ising model becomes indistinguishable from that
247 samples. In Er Ba Cu O a sharp peak is ob- of an isolated Ising chain [9].2 4 7 14.92
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Table 1 the specific heat data of Er Ba Cu O (and of2 4 7 152d
Coupling constants J , J obtained with the anisotropic 2D-Ising model1 2 ErBa Cu O ) one has to assume an increase of thea 2 3 72dand the cluster model for Er Ba Cu O and Dy Ba Cu O2 4 7 152d 2 4 7 152d exchange interaction under oxygen removal. An increase

J (meV) J (meV)1 2 by a factor of three was observed previously for
Er Ba Cu O2 4 7 14.92 NdBa Cu O by going from d50 to d50.7 [14].2 3 72d2D-Ising: 1 /20.039(1) 2 /10.009(1)

NdBa Cu O is a system where dipolar interactions are2 3 72dEr Ba Cu O2 4 7 14.3

negligible (T is to high for dipolar interaction by a factor2D-Ising: 1 /20.110(1) 2 /10.0003(10) N

20320 cluster: 1 /20.039 2 /10.009 of 50), therefore the doping dependence of the exchange
Chain fragment: 1 /20.120(2) – interaction alone could be investigated. While this phase
Dy Ba Cu O /2 4 7 14.95 diagram of MacIsaac et al. can explain the trend towards
Dy Ba Cu O2 4 7 14.45 one-dimensional behaviour (increase of the antiferromag-2D-Ising: 20.071(1) 20.017(1)

netic and decrease of the ferromagnetic coupling as a resulta The signs were taken from the neutron diffraction results [3,4].
of the competition between dipolar and exchange inter-
action) it cannot explain the magnetic structure observed

This tendency towards one-dimensional behaviour is for Er Ba Cu O and ErBa Cu O at low oxygen2 4 7 152d 2 3 72d

expected if both dipolar interaction and exchange inter- contents which is still AF/F. The onset of the magnetic
action contribute to the magnetic interaction. MacIsaac et Cu-ordering may prevent the system from flipping from
al. [12] obtained a phase diagram of the magnetic ordering one to the other configuration.
in ErBa Cu O by using a Monte-Carlo simulation The magnetic moments in Dy Ba Cu O are aligned2 3 72d 2 4 7 152d

which includes these two interactions (Fig. 2). Since the parallel to the c-axis. For such a moment configuration the
spin structure, the lattice constants a and b, and the dipolar interaction favours clearly an AF/AF ordered
magnetic moments of ErBa Cu O and structure which was observed in neutron diffraction experi-2 3 72d

Er Ba Cu O are almost identical, this phase diagram ments [3]. Hence, an increase of antiferromagnetic ex-2 4 7 152d

should be valid as well for Er Ba Cu O . For a change within the plane should not affect the magnetic2 4 7 152d

vanishing or small exchange interaction the magnetic ordering. In Fig. 3, the magnetic specific heat of
ordering of moments pointing in b-direction favours an Dy Ba Cu O and of Dy Ba Cu O are displayed2 4 7 14.95 2 4 7 14.45

antiferromagnetic coupling along a and a ferromagnetic together with an anisotropic 2D-Ising fit (for parameters
along b (AF/F) as observed in neutron diffraction experi- see Table 1). There is almost no difference between the
ments for both Er-systems [4], [13]. If the exchange two data sets besides a small broadening and shrinking of
interaction is increased, at a certain point the magnetic the anomaly for Dy Ba Cu O . This broadening origi-2 4 7 14.45

structure will flip over from AF/F into purely antiferro- nates from the electronic disorder in the CuO -planes for2

magnetic (AF/AF). Hence, close to this phase transition intermediate oxygen contents which leads to a disorder in
from AF/F to AF/AF only one-dimensional antiferro- the exchange interaction. While most of the bonds will still
magnetic correlations will persist. In order to understand be antiferromagnetic some might be ferromagnetic (as

observed for NdBa Cu O ). These ferromagnetic bonds2 3 72d

Fig. 2. Phase diagram of Er-123 after MacIsaac et al. [12] (they Fig. 3. Magnetic specific heat for Dy Ba Cu O and2 4 7 14.95

calculated the phase diagram for Er-123 not for Er-247, but since the Dy Ba Cu O . The lines are the results of fits with the anisotropic2 4 7 14.45

moment direction is the same for both systems, it should as well be valid 2D-Ising model. The size of the coupling parameters for the two samples
with some scaling for Er-247). are given in Table 1.
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will compete on a local scale with the AF/AF structure oxygen concentrations can be explained in terms of charge
preferred by the dipolar interaction and will lead to the redistribution in the CuO planes and between these2

observed broadening. For Er Ba Cu O both antiferro- planes. The situation in Er Ba Cu O can be interpreted2 4 7 14.3 2 4 7 14.3

magnetic and ferromagnetic exchange interactions depend- in the following way: By removing oxygen from the single
ing on the direction may - on a local scale - compete with chains in the 123-blocks, the amount of holes in the CuO2

the dipolar interaction and result in the broad features in plane is reduced and thereby T is lowered. The materialc

the specific heat which will be discussed in the next becomes more inhomogeneous and superconductivity is
paragraph. realised by a percolation process, which has been shown

Since the anisotropic 2D-Ising model cannot explain the for Er-123 by inelastic neutron scattering experiments [15].
specific heat data of Er Ba Cu O quantitatively we Recent inelastic neutron scattering experiments of the2 4 7 14.3

introduce a model which treats the sharp peak at T and crystal-field interaction in Er-247 and Dy-247 give someN

the broader peak above T separately. We apply a 2D-Ising evidence for the same inhomogeneous evolution of super-N

cluster model to the sharp peak at T which marks an conductivity (Fig. 5 and Ref. [10]). The inhomogeneousN

ordered phase similar to the long-range ordered phase in properties can be understood as the coexistence of different
Er Ba Cu O . This model is able to reproduce the types of local regions with different hole concentrations.2 4 7 14.92

31sharp peak at T using a cluster of 20 3 20 Er ions and This means for our Er Ba Cu O sample that we haveN 2 4 7 14.3

the same coupling parameters as found for regions with higher and lower hole concentrations. The
Er Ba Cu O (uJ u50.039 meV and uJ u50.009 meV; hole enriched parts in the CuO planes take part in the2 4 7 14.92 1 2 2

see Table 1 and Fig. 1). For the analysis of the broad peak superconducting process. On the other hand, they support a
31 31we assume an isolation of magnetic chains of Er ions of two-dimensional coupling of the neighbouring Er ions

finite length for the reasons mentioned above. The only via dipolar and nearest-neighbour interaction (mediated by
variables are a coupling parameter J describing the cou- the oxygen atoms in the CuO planes). (That the hole2

pling in the chain and the chain length. The best result has concentration influences the magnetic ordering of the rare
been achieved by using a chain of 20 ions and a coupling earth ions has been shown previously for the R-123 system
parameter J50.12 meV (Table 1). Superimposing the [14].) Regions of low hole concentration seem to attenuate
results of these fits gives a good agreement with the the magnetic interaction in one direction and enhance it in

31measured specific heat data (Fig. 4). The volume fractions the other direction, enforcing 1D ordering of the Er ions.
31of the Er ions belonging to the clusters and to the chains A similar behaviour has been observed for R-123 systems,

turn out to be |25% and |75%, respectively. e.g. Nd-123 [14] and Er-123 [16]. Hence, there is an
Our heat capacity results show clearly that a reduction almost undisturbed cluster with 2D coupling between the

of the oxygen content enhances the magnetic anisotropy in
Er-247. In addition, the long-range magnetic coupling in
the (a, b)-plane is broken and the system decays into
2D-Ising clusters and 1D-Ising chains according to our
analysis.

The existence of superconductivity in 247 even at low

Fig. 5. Neutron spectra of the CEF-splitting of Er Ba Cu O and2 4 7 14.92

Er Ba Cu O . Instead of three distinct transitions at least four are2 4 7 14.3

Fig. 4. Magnetic specific heat for Er Ba Cu O . The lines are the result observed for Er Ba Cu O . As for Er-123 this can be attributed to2 4 7 14.3 2 4 7 14.3

of a cluster fit as described in the text. different electronic clusters [15].
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